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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
STATE OF FLORIDA

INQUIRY CONCERNING A JUDGE, SC18-
THE HONORABLE STEPHEN MILLAN
JQC NO. 2017-570

STIPULATION

8 In this disciplinary proceeding, the Investigative Panel of the Florida Judicial
U

Qualifications Commission and Judge Stephen Millan of the l ith Judicial Circuit,

present the following stipulation to this Court pursuant to Article V, Section 12 of

o the Florida Constitution, and Rule 6(j) of the Florida Judicial Qualifications

Commission's Rules ("FJQC Rules").

Under FJQC Rule 6(j), the Investigative Panel "may reach agreement with a

judge on discipline or disability," and the Supreme Court has the discretion to

accept or reject the terms of the Stipulation.

In this case, after reviewing the available evidence, and questioning the
O

Ci Respondent Judge under oath, the Investigative Panel has determined that probable

cause exists to support the allegations brought forth in the Notice of Formal
O

Charges filed concurrently with this Stipulation and incorporated herewith by

reference.

Judge Millan hereby submits this Stipulation together with the Commission,

for the Court's review.



1. Judge Millan admits and acknowledges that on two occasions he used

racially disparaging language to describe, in one instance a criminal

defendant, and in another instance, members of the public, as alleged in the

Notice of Formal Charges. These instances occurred within approximately

one year of each other.

2. The Commission does not possess any evidence that Judge Millan exercised

his judicial authority on the basis of racial bias.

3. Judge Millan also admits and acknowledges that he conducted an improper

ex-parte communication as alleged in the Notice of Formal Charges.

4. The Commission and Judge Millan agree that the allegations of misconduct

outlined in the Notice of Formal Charges are supported by clear and

convincing evidence.

5. The Commission acknowledges that Judge Millan has, of his volition, taken

significant steps to address his misconduct. He has studied and reviewed

numerous scholarly articles and publications about racial bias in the court

system. He has further, attended at his own expense, a seminar on racial

fairness and equality in the court system, and he has registered to attend two

full-day seminars on judicial ethics, and fairness and diversity.



6. Judge MiHan apologizes for his misconduct, and deeply regrets that his

remarks have damaged the public's perception of fairness and impartiality of

the judiciary.

7. Judge Millan further agrees to accept the recommended discipline as

described in the Findings and Recommendation, submitted herewith.

8. The parties acknowledge and understand that this Stipulation, and Findings

and Recommendations of Discipline may be rejected by the Court, and in

that event this matter may be returned to the Hearing Panel for a final

plenary hearing. In such event, the parties agree that none of the statements

in the Stipulation (or the attached Findings and Recommendations of

Discipline) are admissible in that hearing for any purpose. The parties

further agree that none of the negotiations related to this Stipulation are

admissible for any purpose.

9. The parties believe that oral argument before this Court is not necessary in

light of the record. the nature of the charges, the contents of this Stipulation,

and the attached Findings and Recommendation of Discipline. Judge Millan

waives his right to further hearings if they are accepted.

Dated thi y of May. 2018
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